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Abstract
The CPS transformation makes all functions continuation-passing, uniformly. Not
all functions, however, need continuations: they only do if their evaluation includes
computational eﬀects. In this paper we focus on control operations, in particular
“call with current continuation” and “throw”. We characterize this involvement as
a control eﬀect and we present a selective CPS transformation that makes functions
and expressions continuation-passing if they have a control eﬀect, and that leaves the
rest of the program in direct style. We formalize this selective CPS transformation
with an operational semantics and a simulation theorem a` la Plotkin.
1 Introduction
This paper deﬁnes, and proves correct, a selective Continuation-Passing Style
(CPS) transformation, i.e., one that preserves part of the program in direct
style. It uses information about a program’s eﬀect-behavior to guide the
transformation. The particular computational eﬀect we use is the control-
transfer eﬀect exempliﬁed by “call with current continuation” [3].
1.1 Related work
Selectively CPS transforming a program is not a new idea.
Danvy and Hatcliﬀ deﬁned a selective CPS transformation based on strict-
ness analysis [6]. When dealing with the eﬀect of non-termination, a strict
function is indiﬀerent to the evaluation order of its argument, and as such
arguments of strict functions could be transformed by a call-by-value trans-
formation while the rest of the program was transformed by a call-by-name
transformation. The same authors also investigated CPS transformation based
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on totality information, deﬁning a selective transformation [7]. There is no
immediate generalization of strictness to other eﬀects than non-termination,
though, whereas triviality (the absence of eﬀects) generalizes immediately to
all other computational eﬀects, as we have exempliﬁed with control eﬀects.
Kim, Yi, and Danvy implemented a selective CPS transformation for the
core language of SML of New Jersey to reduce the overhead of their CPS-
transformation which λ-encoded the exception eﬀects of SML [15]. The im-
plementation is very similar to the present work, though they treat exceptions
instead of control operations and base the annotation on a speciﬁc exception
analysis.
Recent work has focused on selective transformations for diﬀerent reasons.
Reppy introduced a local CPS transformation in an otherwise direct-style
compiler to improve the eﬃciency of nested loops [18]. Kim and Yi deﬁned
coercions between direct style and CPS terms with no other eﬀects than non-
termination, allowing arbitrary subexpressions to be transformed, and facili-
tating interfacing to external code in both direct style and CPS. The selective
transformation was proven correct [14].
The present paper deﬁnes a selective CPS transformation for the simply
typed λ-calculus extended with recursive functions and computational eﬀects,
namely callcc and throw, into λ-calculus with only recursive functions,
i.e., with only non-termination as an eﬀect. The transformation is based on
an eﬀect analysis, and it is proven correct with respect to the dynamic behavior
of the program. We conjecture that the methodology extends to other types
of eﬀects, only diﬀering in the details of the encoding of eﬀectful primitives
into λ-expressions.
1.2 Overview
Section 2 gives the syntax and semantics of a small, typed functional language
with control eﬀects, and shows the traditional (non-selective) CPS transfor-
mation. Section 3 extends the language with eﬀect annotations which are
veriﬁed by an eﬀect system, and deﬁnes the selective CPS transformation
guided by these annotations. Section 4 proves the correctness of the selective
CPS transformation using Plotkin-inspired colon translations, and Section 5
concludes.
2 Definitions
We deﬁne the source and target language of our selective CPS transformation,
giving the syntax and type predicates as well as an operational semantics.
2.1 Syntax
The source language is a call-by-value typed functional language with recursive
functions and the canonical control operators: callcc and throw. The
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syntax is given in Figure 1, where x and f range over a set of identiﬁers and
c ranges over a set of constants.
e ::= c | x | fun f x.e | e @ e | callcc x.e | throw e e
Fig. 1. Abstract syntax of the source language
We identify expressions up to renaming of bound variables, i.e., fun f x.x =
fun g y.y. We use the shorthand λx.e for a function-abstraction fun f x.e
where f does not occur in e.
We require expressions to be well typed with regard to the typing rules in
Figure 2, similar to those given by Harper, Duba, and MacQueen [12].
The syntax of types is given by the grammar:
τ ::= b | τ→τ | 〈τ〉
where b ranges over a set of base types, and 〈τ〉 is the type of continuations
expecting a value of type τ.
In the rules ConstType is a mapping from constants to base types, giving
the type of a constant, and Γ is a mapping from identiﬁers to types.
Γ(x) = τ
Γ  x : τ
ConstType(c) = b
Γ  c : b
Γ; x : τ1; f : τ1→τ2  e : τ2
Γ  fun f x.e : τ1→τ2
Γ  e1 : τ1→τ2 Γ  e2 : τ1
Γ  e1 @ e2 : τ2
Γ; x : 〈τ〉  e : τ
Γ  callcc x.e : τ
Γ  e1 : 〈τ〉 Γ  e2 : τ
Γ  throw e1 e2 : τ2
Fig. 2. The typing rules of the source language.
We deﬁne a program to be a closed expression of type b0, an arbitrary
base type, and we only prove the correctness of the transformation on entire
programs.
2.2 Semantics
The source language has a left-to-right call-by-value(CBV) operational se-
mantics given using evaluation contexts. We introduce an intermediate value
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to the syntax to represent captured continuations, and deﬁne the values and
contexts recursively, and give the context-based reduction rules (Figure 3).
Extended expressions, values, and evaluation contexts:
e ::= . . . | 〈E〉
v ::= c | fun f x.e | 〈E〉
E ::= [ ] | E @ e | v @ E | throw E e | throw v E
Reduction rules:
E[(fun f x.e) @ v] → E[e [fun f x.e/f] [v/x]]
E[callcc x.e] → E[e [〈E〉/x]]
E[throw 〈E1〉 v] → E1[v]
Fig. 3. Semantics of the source language
Notice that continuations are represented as contexts, so throwing a con-
tinuation amounts to reinstating a context.
This semantics uses evaluation contexts in a way similar to Felleisen [9],
capturing the fact that for any expression, there is at most one enabled re-
duction at a time.
Subject reduction (e : τ and e → e ′ implies e ′ : τ where the rules have
been extended to include contexts), can be proven by a completely standard
proof, which has been omitted.
2.3 The CPS transformation
The CPS transformation can be used to transform a program in the source
language into a program in a similar language without callcc and throw,
while preserving the computational behavior of the source program. That is,
the translated program, when applied to an initial continuation, terminates if
the source program did, and the result of the transformed program, which is
of a base type, is the same as that of the original program.
The CPS-transformation has other interesting properties:
• It generates programs that can be evaluated under both a call-by-name
(CBN) and a CBV semantics and yield the same result, which corresponds
to the result of the source program. A number of CPS transformations exist,
each corresponding to an evaluation-order for the source language [13].
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• It generates programs where all applications are tail-calls, i.e., no applica-
tion is in an argument position.
CPS transformations are used in many places, but primarily in compilers
to give an intermediate representation [1,21] and as a way to simplify the
language of a program before applying other transformations or analyzes to
it [4]. It is the last application that is the motivation for the present work.
The standard CBV CPS transformation is deﬁned in Figure 4.
C[c] = λk.k @ Ct[c]
C[x] = λk.k @ Ct[x]
C[fun f x.e] = λk.k @ Ct[fun f x.e]
C[e1 @ e2] = λk.C[e1] @ λv.C[e2] @ λv′.v @ v′ @ k
C[callcc x.e] = λk.λx.C[e] @ k @ k
C[throw e1 e2] = λk.C[e1] @ λv.C[e2] @ v
Ct[x] = x
Ct[c] = c
Ct[fun f x.e] = fun f x.C[e]
Fig. 4. The CPS transformation
The Ct[·] function is used to coerce values and identiﬁers into CPS form,
which consists of transforming the bodies of function abstractions. Values
and identiﬁers share the property that Reynolds called “being trivial” [19]
and Moggi called “being a value” (as opposed to a computation) [16], in
the sense that they have no computational eﬀects, including nontermination.
The C[·] function is used on expressions with potential eﬀects, the “serious”
expressions.
3 The selective CPS transformation
As stated in the previous section, we treat trivial and serious expressions dif-
ferently. Trivial expressions are those that have no computational eﬀects and
serious expressions are those that might have eﬀects. The safe approximation
used by the standard CPS transformation assumes that any application might
have eﬀects, which is not unreasonable when one considers nontermination as
an eﬀect.
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In the source language we have added control eﬀects, and it makes sense
only to focus on those, and let the termination behavior be preserved by only
evaluating the result in a CBV semantics. If we do so, we can use an eﬀect
analysis to ﬁnd the parts of the program that are guaranteed to be free of
the control eﬀects generated by callcc and throw. In the following we
will use the words “trivial” and “non-trivial” about the absence or possible
presence of control eﬀects only, while ignoring the partiality eﬀect of non-
termination. That is, an expression that has an inﬁnite reduction sequence
can still be said to be “trivial” with regards to control eﬀects. We are not
aiming for evaluation-order independence, rather the source and target lan-
guages are assumed to have the same evaluation-order (call-by-value), so the
translation need not take any measures to preserve or prevent non-termination
in otherwise eﬀect-free expressions.
This section deﬁnes eﬀect-annotated expressions, an eﬀect type system to
check the consistency of the annotation, and a selective CPS transformation
that keeps trivial applications in direct style.
3.1 Annotated source language
We annotate a program with annotations taken from the set {T,N}, which
is a partial order with the ordering relation N < T.
We mark some applications as trivial, with a T, and some as (potentially)
non-trivial, with an N. The trivial ones are kept in direct style, and as such
do not expect to receive a continuation.
For an expression, an eﬀect analysis can tell us one of three things:
• Some evaluation of the expression will certainly give rise to eﬀects (meaning,
in this case, the reduction sequence of the expression contains evaluations
of callcc or throw expressions),
• no evaluation of the expression will give rise to eﬀects, or
• we just don’t know either way, which can happen since the problem is
generally undecidable.
These three options corresponds to a three pointed domain, where both cer-
tainty of eﬀects and certainty of absence of eﬀects are above the uncertainty.
The present transformation aims to keep the expressions in the second case
in direct style. Since any eﬀectful expression must be put into CPS, we must
treat the ﬁrst and third cases equally, and they are both marked N. Unifying
these two cases gives rise to the stated ordering where greater means more
information is known: certainty of the absence of eﬀects as opposed to only
possible presence, only losing information when the two cases are uniﬁed.
A ::= T | N
e ::= c | x | funA f x.e | (e @A e)A | callcc x.e | throw e e
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These are the minimal annotations needed for our purpose. We treat values
and identiﬁers (the traditional trivial expressions) as if they were annotated
as such, i.e., (e)T is a match for any trivial expression, just as (e)N matches
the two control operators.
We require that an expression annotated as trivial actually is so, i.e., when-
ever it is evaluated, the reduction sequence contains no steps corresponding to
reductions of callcc or throw expressions. Since we use this annotation as
a basis for the selective CPS transformation, we will want to CPS transform
all expressions that are not marked trivial.
We have to treat functions and applications with special care. When a
lambda abstraction is applied at an application point, the body of the abstrac-
tion is also evaluated at that point. If the body is not trivial, then neither
is the application, and after selective CPS transformation, the transformed
application must pass a continuation to the transformed body, and the body
should expect a continuation.
In a higher-order program, more than one abstraction can be applied at
the same application point, and after transformation, all of these abstractions
must either expect a continuation or not. That means that all functions that
can end up in a given application must be transformed in the same way. That
divides the abstractions into two groups, those transformed into CPS, i.e.,
expecting a continuation, and those kept in direct style, i.e., not expecting a
continuation. Some abstractions with a trivial body might be transformed to
expect a continuation in order to match the other abstractions that reach the
same application points.
We will say that the annotation is “consistent” (with regards to the be-
havior of the program) if:
• All expressions marked trivial are trivial,
• all abstractions marked trivial, or non-trivial, are only applied at application
points marked trivial, or non-trivial respectively, and
• all abstractions whose body are marked non-trivial, are themselves marked
as non-trivial.
To check all this, we use an extension of the type system to an eﬀect type
system that guarantees that the annotation is consistent. The types are also
annotated, so the grammar of types is:
τ ::= b | τ A→τ | 〈τ〉
The eﬀect system is shown in Figure 5.
If an expression is typeable in the original type system, then there exists
at least one annotation that is typeable in the eﬀect system, namely the one
where all functions and applications are marked non-trivial.
The ≤ in the rule for function abstractions is exactly due to the restriction
on which functions can ﬂow where. Functions with trivial bodies can be
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Γ(x) = τ
Γ  x : τ,T
ConstType(c) = b
Γ  c : b,T
Γ[x : τ1][f : (τ1
A1→τ2)]  e : τ2,A A1 ≤ A
Γ  fun f x.e : τ1A1→τ2,T
Γ  e1 : τ1A3→τ2,A1 Γ  e2 : τ1,A2 A ≤ min(A1,A2,A3)
Γ  e1 @ e2 : τ2,A
Γ[x : 〈τ〉]  e : τ,A
Γ  callcc x.e : τ,N
Γ  e1 : 〈τ〉 ,A1 Γ  e2 : τ,A2
Γ  throw e1 e2 : τ2,N
Fig. 5. Eﬀect type system
annotated with an N, allowing them to ﬂow into an application expecting to
pass a continuation, but this is reﬂected in the type, which is the only thing
that is known at the application point. There are two diﬀerent annotated
function types, one for each annotation, and only one of these is allowed at
each application point.
The ≤ on the rule for applications is discussed in the next section,
We only consider well-annotated expressions from here on, i.e., expressions
that are allowed by the eﬀect typing rules.
3.2 The Selective CPS Transformation
We deﬁne a CPS transformation that transforms well-annotated expressions
and leaves trivial applications in direct style (Figure 6).
3.3 Semantics of annotated syntax
We do not change the semantics of the language, since the annotation is just a
mark on the expressions, and it is only used by the CPS transformation. Still,
in order to prove the correctness of the transformation, we deﬁne a reduction
relation on annotated expressions that updates the annotation as well.
E
[
((funA1 f x.(e)A3) @A2 v)A
] → E[(e)A3 [funA1 f x.(e)A3/f] [v/x]]
E
[
callcc x.(e)A
] → E[(e)A [〈E〉/x]]
E[throw 〈E′〉 v] → E′[v]
The point of this reduction relation is that values and identiﬁers are always
marked trivial, and no expression marked trivial can ever reduce to one marked
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S[eT ] = k @ St[eT ]
S[(e1 @N e2)N ] = λk.S[e1] @ (λv.S[e2] @ (λv′.v @ v′ @ k))
S[(e1 @T e2)N ] = λk.S[e1] @ (λv.S[e2] @ (λv′.k @ (v @ v′)))
S[callcc x.e] = λk.(λx.S[e] @ k) @ k
S[throw e1 e2] = λk.S[e1] @ (λv.S[e2] @ v)
St[x] = x
St[c] = c
St[funN f x.e] = fun f x.S[e]
St[funT f x.e] = fun f x.St[e]
St[(e1 @T e2)T ] = St[e1] @ St[e2]
Fig. 6. The selective CPS transformation
as non-trivial.
With these reduction rules, an expression marked non-trivial can reduce
to one marked trivial, typically by reducing it to a value. If that happens
to one of the subexpressions of an application, we can suddenly be in the
situation where both of the subexpressions are trivial as well as the bodies of
the functions expected to be applied there, and the entire application could
now be consistently annotated as trivial. The weakening in the eﬀect-typing
rule for applications is there to avoid that such a change would mandate
changes to annotations not local to the reduction taking place.
All these properties make a proof of Subject Reduction a trivial extension
of the proof for the unannotated syntax.
One reason for having both annotations and an eﬀect system, and not,
e.g., only the eﬀect system, is for ease of representation. Even if a reduced
program allows a more precise eﬀect-analysis than the original program, the
transformation is based on the original program, and the annotated reduction
keeps the original annotation throughout the reduction sequence.
4 Proof of correctness
To prove the correctness of the transformation, we must ﬁrst specify a notion
of correctness. In this case we require that the transformed program reduces
to the same result as the original program.
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Theorem 4.1 (Correctness of the Selective CPS Transformation) If e
is a closed and well-annotated expression of type b0 then
e →∗ v ⇔ S[e] @ (λx.x)→∗ v
In Plotkin’s original proof, the result of the transformed program would be
St[v], but since the program has a type where the only values are constants,
and all constants satisfy St[c] = c, we can state the theorem as above.
4.1 The selective colon-translations
The proof uses a method similar to Plotkin’s in his original proof of the correct-
ness of the CPS transformation [17]. It uses a so-called “colon-translation” to
bypass the initial administrative reductions and focus on the evaluation point.
The intuition that drives the normal CPS transformation is that if e re-
duces to v then (C[e] @ k) should evaluate to (k @ Ct[v]). Plotkin captured
this in his colon translation where if e → e ′ then e : k →∗ e ′ : k, and at the
end of the derivation, values satisﬁed v : k = k @ Ψ(v), where Ψ(·) is what
we write St[·].
The idea of the colon translation is that in e : k, the k represents the
context of e, which in the transformed program has been collected in a contin-
uation: a function expecting the result of evaluating e. The colon separates
the source program to the left and the transformed program to the right of it.
In the selective CPS transform, some contexts are not turned into continua-
tions, namely the contexts of expressions marked trivial, since such expressions
are not transformed to CPS expressions, and as such does not expect a con-
tinuation.
Therefore we have two colon translations, one for non-trivial expressions,
with a continuation function after the colon, and one for trivial expressions
with an evaluation context after the colon. The deﬁnition is shown in Figure 7.
In both cases, what is to the left of the colon is a piece of source syntax, and
what is to the right is a representation of the context of that expression in the
source program translated to the target language. If the expression is trivial,
the source context is represented by a context in the target language, and
the translation of the expression is put into this context. If the expression is
not trivial, then the source context is represented by a continuation function
which is passed to the translation of the expression.
In Plotkin’s colon translation, v : k = k @ Φ(v). This also holds for
this colon translation pair, since v : k = v : [k @ [ ]], since v is trivial, and
v : [k @ [ ]] = k @ v by the deﬁnition of the e : E-translation.
The e : E-translation is not as signiﬁcant as the e : k-translation, since all it
does is apply the St-function to the argument, i.e., if e is a trivial expression
then e : E = E[St[e]]. There are no administrative reductions to bypass in
direct style.
We plan to use the colon translations on the result of reducing on the
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eT : k = eT : [k @ [ ]]
(e1 @
N e2)
N : k = e1 : λv.S[e2] @ (λv′.v @ v′ @ k) if e1 is not a value
(v1 @
N e2)
N : k = e2 : λv
′.St[v1] @ v′ @ k if e2 is not a value
(v1 @
N v2)
N : k = St[v1] @ St[v2] @ k
(e1 @
T e2)
N : k = e1 : λv.S[e2] @ (λv′.k @ (v @ v′)) if e1 is not a value
(v1 @
T e2)
N : k = e2 : λv
′.k @ (St[v1] @ v′) if e2 is not a value
(v1 @
T v2)
N : k = k @ (St[v1] @ St[v2])
callcc x.e : k = (λx.S[e] @ k) @ k
throw e1 e2 : k = e1 : λv.S[e2] @ v if e1 is not a value
throw v1 e2 : k = e2 : St[v1] if e2 is not a value
throw v1 v2 : k = St[v1] @ St[v2]
x : E = E[x]
c : E = E[c]
funN f x.e : E = E[fun f x.S[e]]
funT f x.e : E = E[fun f x.St[e]]
(e1 @
T e2)
T : E = e1 : E
[
([ ] @T St[e2])T
]
if e1 is not a value
(v1 @
T e2)
T : E = e2 : E
[
(St[v1] @T [ ])T
]
if e2 is not a value
(v1 @
T v2)
T : E = E
[
(St[v1] @T St[v2])T
]
Fig. 7. The selective colon translation on expressions
annotated expressions, so we extend it to work on continuation values, 〈E〉,
which are values and as such trivial.
〈E′〉 : E = E[E′ : id]
where id = λx.x and E : k deﬁnes either a continuation function or a context
as displayed in Figure 8, in which ET represents any non-empty context with
a top-most annotation as trivial.
The E : k-translation yields either continuation functions or contexts, de-
pending on the annotation of the innermost levels of the context argument,
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[ ] : k = k
ET : k = ET : [k @ [ ]]
(E @N e2)
N : k = E : λv.S[e2] @ (λv′.v @ v′ @ k)
(E @T e2)
N : k = E : λv.S[e2] @ (λv′.k @ (v @ v′))
(v1 @
N E)N : k = E : (λv′.St[v1] @ v′ @ k)
(v1 @
T E)N : k = E : (λv′.k @ (St[v1] @ v′))
throw E e2 : k = E : λv.S[e2] @ v
throw v1 E : k = E : St[v1]
[ ] : E = E
(E @T e2)
T : E′ = E : E′[[ ] @ St[e2]]
(v1 @
T E)T : E′ = E : E′[St[v1] @ [ ]]
Fig. 8. The selective colon translation on contexts.
and the E : E-translation always gives a context, but requires that the ﬁrst
argument’s outermost annotation is trivial.
These colon-translations satisfy a number of correspondences.
Proposition 4.2 For all contexts E1, E2, and E3, and continuation functions
(closed functional values) the following equalities hold.
E1[E2[ ]] : k = E2 : (E1 : k)
E1[E2[ ]] : E3 = E2 : (E1 : E3)
Proof. The proof is by simple induction on the context E1.
• If E1 = [ ] then (E1[E2[ ]] : k) = (E2 : k) = (E2 : (E1 : k)) and (E1[E2[ ]] :
E3) = (E2 : E3) = (E2 : (E1 : E3)).
• If E1 =
[
(E @N e2)
N
]
then
E1[E2[ ]] : k = (E[E2] @
N e2)
N : k
= E[E2] : λv.S[e2] @ (λv′.v @ v′ @ k) (def. of E : k)
= E2 : (E : λv.S[e2] @ (λv′.v @ v′ @ k)) (I.H.)
= E2 : (
[
(E @N e2)
N
]
: k) (def. E : k)
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• The remaining cases are similar.
✷
One would expect that similar equalities hold for the colon translations
on expressions, i.e., E[e] : k = e : (E : k) and E[e] : E′ = e : (E : E′), and
indeed these equalities hold in most cases. The exception is when E is non-
empty and the “innermost” expression of the context is not annotated as
trivial, e.g., E1
[
([ ] @ e1)
N
]
for some context E1 and expression e1, and e
is a value. Normally the e : k translation descends the left-hand side and
rebuilds the context on the right hand side, either as a continuation function
or as a context, depending on the annotation. The exception mentioned,
E[e] : k, the focus of the colon translation, the expression on the left hand
side of the colon, would never descend all the way down to a value. We have
made special cases for v @ e to bypass administrative reductions, so E[v] : k
would not equal v : (E : k), because the latter introduces an administrative
reduction. Reducing that administrative reduction, applying k to St[v], does
lead to v : (E : k) again in one or more reduction steps. That is, if e is a value
and E is not a trivial context then e : (E : k) = (E : k) @ St[e] →∗ E[e] : k,
and likewise for the e : E-relation.
Proposition 4.3 For all contexts E and E′, expressions e, and continuation
functions k
e : (E : k) →∗ E[e] : k
e : (E : E′) →∗ E[e] : E′ (if e trivial)
and →∗ is →0, i.e., equality, if e is not a value.
Proof. Omitted. ✷
4.2 Colon-translation lemmas
Plotkin used four lemmas to prove his simulation and indiﬀerence theorems.
We only prove simulation, which corresponds to Plotkin’s simulation, since we
already know that indiﬀerence does not hold for a selective CPS transforma-
tion (at least unless the selectivity is based on the eﬀect of nontermination as
well).
Lemma 4.4 (Substitution) If Γ[x : τ1]  e : τ2,A and  v : τ1,T is a closed
value then
S[e] [St[v]/x] = S[e [v/x]]
St[e] [St[v]/x] = St[e [v/x]] (if e is trivial)
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of e, using the distributive
properties of substitution and taking the trivial cases before the non-trivial
ones (because the S[·] translation defers trivial subexpressions to the St trans-
formation). The details have been omitted. ✷
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Lemma 4.5 (Initial reduction) If Γ  e : τ,A and k is a continuation
function of appropriate type then
S[e] @ k →∗ e : k
E[St[e]] = e : E (if e is trivial)
Proof. Again, the proof is by induction on the structure of e with the S[·]
case taken after the St case for trivial expressions.
The E[St[·]] = · : E case: There are four cases covering all trivial expressions:
• If e is a value or an identiﬁer then e : E = E[St[e]] by deﬁnition of e : E.
• If e = (e1 @T e2)T (e1 not a value) then
(e1 @
T e2)
T : E = e1 : E[[ ] @ St[e2]] (def. e : E)
= E[St[e1] @ St[e2]] (I.H.)
= E
[St[(e1 @T e2)T ]
]
(def. Ψ)
• If e = (v1 @T e2)T (e2 not a value) then
(v1 @
T e2)
T : E = e2 : E[St[v1] @ [ ]] (def. e : E)
= E[St[v1] @ St[e2]] (I.H.)
= E
[St[(v1 @T e2)T ]
]
(def. Ψ)
• If e = (v1 @T v2)T then
(v1 @
T v2)
T : E = E[St[v1] @ St[v2]] (I.H.)
= E
[St[(v1 @T v2)T ]
]
(def. Ψ)
This accounts for all trivial expressions.
The S[·] @ k →∗ · : k case: There is one sub-case for each non-trivial expres-
sion, and one case for all trivial expressions:
• If e is trivial then S[e] @ k = k @ St[e] = e : [k @ [ ]] = e : k from the
above cases and the deﬁnition of e : k.
• If e = (e1 @N e2)N (e1 not a value) then
S[(e1 @N e2)N ] @ k
→ S[e1] @ (λv.S[e2] @ (λv′.v @ v′ @ k)) (def. S[·])
→∗ e1 : (λv.S[e2] @ (λv′.v @ v′ @ k)) (I.H.)
= (e1 @
N e2)
N : k (def. e : k)
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• If e = (v1 @N e2)N (e2 not a value) then
S[(v1 @N e2)N ] @ k
→ S[v1] @ (λv.S[e2] @ (λv′.v @ v′ @ k)) (def. S[·])
→ (λv.S[e2] @ (λv′.v @ v′ @ k)) @ St[v1] (def. S[v])
→ S[e2] @ (λv′.St[v1] @ v′ @ k)
→∗ e2 : λv′.St[v1] @ v′ @ k (I.H.)
= (v1 @
N e2)
N : k (def. e : k)
• If e = (v1 @N v2)N then the proof is similar to the previous case except
two values need to be applied to continuations instead of just one.
• If e = (e1 @T e2)N then the proofs are similar to the ones for e =
(e1 @
T e2)
N except that the innermost application is k @ (v @ v′) in-
stead of (v @ v′) @ k.
• If e = callcc x.e1 then S[callcc x.e1] @ k → (λx.S[e1] @ k) @ k =
callcc x.e1 : k.
• If e = throw e1 e2 the proofs are similar to the ones for application.
✷
Lemma 4.6 (Simulation) If E[e] → E′[e ′] is one of the reduction rules for
the annotated language, then
E[e] : id→∗ E′[e ′] : id
and if the reduction is not of a throw expression, then the →∗ is actually
one or more steps.
Proof. Counting annotations, there are ﬁve cases:
• If e = (funN f x.e1 @N v)N then
E
[
(funN f x.e1 @
N v)N
]
: id
= (funN f x.e1 @
N v)N : (E : id) (Prop. 4.3)
= St[funN f x.e1] @ St[v] @ (E : id) (def. e : k)
= fun f x.S[e1] @ St[v] @ (E : id) (def. Ψ)
→ S[e1]
[St[funN f x.e1]/f
]
[St[v]/x] @ (E : id)
= S[e1
[
funN f x.e1/f
]
[v/x]] @ (E : id) (Lemma 4.4)
→∗ e1
[
funN f x.e1/f
]
[v/x] : (E : id) (Lemma 4.5)
→∗ E[e1
[
funN f x.e1/f
]
[v/x]
]
: id (Prop. 4.3)
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• If e = (funT f x.e1 @T v)N then we know that e1 is trivial, since otherwise
the function would be annotated N, and E : k is a continuation since E has
no trivial inner sub-contexts.
E
[
(funT f x.e1 @
T v)N
]
: id
= (funT f x.e1 @
T v)N : (E : id) (Prop. 4.3)
= (E : id) @ (St[funT f x.e1] @ St[v]) (def. e : k)
= (E : id) @ (fun f x.St[e1] @ St[v]) (def. Ψ)
→ (E : id) @ St[e1]
[St[funT f x.e1]/f
]
[St[v]/x]
= (E : id) @ St[e1
[
funT f x.e1/f
]
[v/x]] (Lemma 4.4)
→∗ e1
[
funT f x.e1/f
]
[v/x] : [(E : id) @ [ ]] (Lemma 4.5, e1 trivial)
= e1
[
funT f x.e1/f
]
[v/x] : (E : id) (def. e : k)
→∗ E[e1
[
funN f x.e1/f
]
[v/x]
]
: id (Prop. 4.3)
• If e = (e1 @T e2)T then either E : k is a context or a continuation. If it is a
continuation the proof proceeds just as the previous case. If it is a context
then
E
[
(funT f x.e1 @
T v)T
]
: id
= (funT f x.e1 @
T v)T : (E : id) (Prop. 4.3)
= (E : id)
[St[funT f x.e1] @ St[v]
]
(def. e : k)
= (E : id)[fun f x.St[e1] @ St[v]] (def. Ψ)
→ (E : id)[St[e1]
[St[funT f x.e1]/f
]
[St[v]/x]
]
= (E : id)
[St[e1
[
funT f x.e1/f
]
[v/x]]
]
(Lemma 4.4)
→∗ e1
[
funT f x.e1/f
]
[v/x] : (E : id) (Lemma 4.5, e1 trivial)
→∗ E[e1
[
funN f x.e1/f
]
[v/x]
]
: id (Prop. 4.3)
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• If e = callcc x.e1 then
E[callcc x.e1] : id
= callcc x.e1 : (E : id) (Prop. 4.3)
= (λx.S[e1] @ (E : id)) @ (E : id) (def. e : k)
→ S[e1] @ (E : id) [(E : id)/x]
= S[e1] [(E : id)/x] @ (E : id) (E : k is closed)
= S[e1] [St[〈E〉]/x] @ (E : id) (def. St[〈E〉])
= S[e1 [〈E〉/x]] @ (E : id) (Lemma 4.4)
→∗ e1 [〈E〉/x] : (E : id) (Lemma 4.5)
→∗ E[e1 [〈E〉/x]] : id (Prop. 4.3)
• If e = throw 〈E′〉 v then
E[throw 〈E′〉 v] : id = St[〈E′〉] @ St[v] (def. e : k)
= (E′ : id) @ St[v] (def. St[〈E〉])
= v : [( @ E′ : id)[ ]] (def. v : E)
= v : (E′ : id) (def. (e)T : k)
→∗ E′[v] : id (Prop. 4.3)
In all cases except throw, there is at least one reduction step.
✷
4.3 Proof of correctness
To prove the correctness of the selective CPS transformation, we use the sim-
ulation lemma in two ways.
Proof. The proof of e →∗ c =⇒ S[e] @ id →∗ c follows directly from the
lemma 4.5 and repeated use of lemma 4.6. Assume e →∗ c.
S[e] @ id →∗ e : id (Lemma 4.5)
→∗ c : id (Lemma 4.6, repeated)
= c : [id @ [ ]] (def. (e)T : k)
= id @ c (def. c : E)
→ c
.
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The other direction of correctness, S[e] @ id →∗ c =⇒ e →∗ c, is shown
by contraposition. Assuming that for no c does e →∗ c, that is, e diverges,
allows us to show that the same holds for S[e].
The proof that transformation preserves divergence also follow from Lem-
mas 4.5 and 4.6. Since S[e] @ id →∗ e : id it suﬃces to show that e : id has
an arbitrary long reduction sequence.
Assume that e diverges. We show that for any n there exists an m such
that if e →m e1 then (e : id)→∗ (e1 : id) in n or more reduction steps.
This is proven by induction on n. The base case (n = 0) is trivial. For the
induction case (n + 1) look at the n case. There exists m such that e →m e1
and e : id→∗ e1 : id. Look at the reduction sequence from e1.
• If the ﬁrst reduction step (e1 → e2) is not the reduction of a throw ex-
pression, then e1 : id →+ e2 : id, and m + 1 gives us our n + 1 or longer
reduction sequence of e : id.
• If the ﬁrst reduction step (e1 → e2) is of a throw expression, then e1 :
id→∗ e2 : id. In that case we look at the next step in the same way. Either
we ﬁnd a reduction that is not a throw, and we get the m needed for
the proof, or there is nothing but reductions of throw expressions in the
inﬁnite reduction sequence of e1.
There can not be an inﬁnite sequence of reductions of throw expressions,
since reducing a throw expression necessarily reduces the size of the entire
program. A substitution into a context corresponds to the application of a
linear function, and it reduces the size of the expression if one counts it as,
e.g., number of distinct subexpressions or number of throw-expressions.
That means that e : id has an inﬁnite reduction sequence. ✷
5 Conclusion
We have proven the correctness of a selective CPS transformation based on an
eﬀect analysis. Similar proofs can be made for other λ-encodings and compu-
tational eﬀects (e.g., with monads), where the immediate choice would be the
eﬀect of non-termination. This is the eﬀect that is encoded by the traditional
CPS transformation of languages with no other eﬀects, and if one has an an-
notation of such a program, marking terminating (eﬀect-free) expressions to
keep in direct style, then the method works just as well.
5.1 Perspectives
Danvy and Hatcliﬀ’s CPS transformation after strictness analysis [6] general-
izes the call-by-name and the call-by-value CPS transformations. The same
authors’ CPS transformation after totality analysis [7] generalizes the call-
by-name CPS transformation and the identity transformation. In the same
manner, the present work generalizes the call-by-value CPS transformation
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and the identity transformation, and proves this generalization correct.
Danvy and Filinski introduced the one-pass CPS-transformation [5] that
removes the administrative reductions from the result by performing them
at transformation time. This optimization can be applied to the selective
CPS-transformation presented here as well. A proof of the correctness of the
one-pass CPS-transformation also using Plotkin’s colon translation exists [8].
We expect that the methods used for proving correctness of the selective- and
the one-pass CPS transformations are orthogonal, and can easily be combined.
The selective CPS transformation presented here is based on an eﬀect
analysis and should generalize to other computational eﬀects than control,
e.g., state or I/O. The proof will not carry over to other eﬀects, since it relies
on the choice of λ-encoding of the eﬀect primitives, but we expect that the
structure of the proof can be preserved.
The approach taken is “Curry-style” in the sense that we have given a lan-
guage and its operational meaning, and only after the fact we have associated
types and eﬀect annotation to the untyped terms. A “Church-style” approach,
such as Filinski’s [10,11], would have deﬁned the language with explicit types
and eﬀect annotation, so that only well-typed, consistently annotated pro-
grams are given a semantics.
5.2 Future work
It is possible to prove results similar to the present ones for other choices of
eﬀects and combinations of eﬀects. A sensible choice would be a monadic
eﬀect of state and control, since it is suﬃcient to implement all other choices
of layered monads [11]. A proof similar to the present one for both state and
control eﬀects would be a logical next step.
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